






PROCEDURE

The instructions tendered in this document are intended to aid you in the setup and 
operation of  your “Hermle” movement. It is recommended that you assemble and adjust 
the operation of the movement before installation. 

Using a timber blank (temporary mounting board) follow the installation instructions 
below to establish the correct operation of your “Hermle” timepiece. 

              
                            

1. Fix the Movement in a position that is square and true
2. Install the Pendulum
3. Check clearances around the movement
4. Check basic operation and chime hammer movement

When you are satisfied that the movement is fixed securely in position and that the 
pendulum is fitted correctly, you may start the adjustment procedures listed below.

 

Movement Installation: 

The movement must be perfectly upright to run smoothly, with the balance at the top.
Check the clearance around the hand shaft before screwing the complete movement with 
mounting legs to the timber case. Recheck all clearances and positions to be sure the 
movement is upright and free of any obstructions.

Note: Check the upright position and clearance of the movement before mounting. 

Automatic Synchronization:

The Striking of the hour and ½ hour is determined automatically by the movement, the 
movement must run for a minimum of one hour after any manual adjustments or 
stoppages are made before the Synchronization is completed

 Note: Run the movement for a few hours and count the number of strikes



Adjusting Hand Position: 

 The Hour Hand has a round bush and is a push fit onto the movement, it can be adjusted 
to any position on the dial. The Minute Hand  has a square bush and can be installed in 
four positions, only one of which is correct. (¼ , ½ , ¾ or hour)

After the movement has run for up to 2 hours, note the next hour to be struck. (IE: If the 
movement strikes 2 o'clock) and reposition both hands accordingly. 

 For small adjustments only : The bush on the minute hand may be “adjusted” or “spun” 
with pliers to more accurately synchronize the time with the chime.

 Note: The movement must be running and chiming correctly before 
you attempt to install the hands. 

Time Adjustments:

When you have finished making adjustments and after the clock has chimed correctly for 
more than an hour or two, you may find that the movement gains or loses time.

Adjustments may be made to the balance regulator. Follow the markings on the 
movement to speed up (+) or slow down (-) by making small adjustments of the regulating 
spindle. As hours become more accurate the focus will change to days and then to weeks, 
eventually to months at a time.The movement will require minute adjustments at regular 
intervals over its operating life to compensate for weather variations and seasonal 
changes..



The Strike Hammer and Gong: 

The position of the Strike Hammer and the angle at which it strikes the gong is crucial to 
the production of a quality resonant tone, take care when positioning the Gong so that the 
hammer head should rest approximately 2 – 3mm above the Gong to prevent any 
unwanted damping of sound.

 Note: Consider the action you must take before fixing the gong in position

Maintenance:

Provided with your clock movement is a small bottle of special High Grade Superfine 
Synthetic Clock Oil.  
Oiling is a simple matter but it cannot be done without removing the dial and taking the 
movement out of  the case. Every pinion hole must be oiled with one drop of oil, and any 
excess of oil must be wiped away when finished.
It is recommended that your movement be oiled and if necessary cleaned every 4 / 5 
years, (More often for Coastal Areas due to salt build up and corrosion) regularly service 
movements will function perfectly for many years......

Note: Check the operation of  your timepiece at regular intervals, inspect all  
surfaces and pinion bearings for dust, dirt, corrosion and wear.





W0130.070 Half Hour Strike (on two bells)
excluding Dial & Hands

W0132.041 Ships Bell Strike (on one bell)

excluding Dial & Hands

W0150.081 Half Hour Strike (on two bells) x

excluding Dial & Hands

W0141.041043 Half Hour Strike (on spiral gong)

excluding Dial, Hands & Pendulum

W0241.080066 Half Hour Strike (on one bell) x

excluding Dial, Hands & Pendulum

W0241.840066 Half Hour Strike (on rear spiral gong)

excluding Dial & Pendulum

W0340.020 Westminster Chime (on five rods under)

excluding Dial & Hands

W0341.021045 Westminster Chime (on five rods under)

excluding Dial, Hands & Pendulum

W0351.830066 Westminster Chime (on five side rods)

excluding Dial & Pendulum

W0352.070 Westminster Chime (on Four rear bells) x

with Dial and Hands

W0451.053094 Westminster Chime (on eight rear rods)

excluding Dial & Pendulum

W0461.053114 Westminster Chime (on eight rear rods) x

excluding Dial & Pendulum

W0461.853114 Westminster Chime (on eight rear rods) x

excluding Dial & Pendulum

W0471.890114 Westminster Chime (on five rear tubes) x

excluding Dial & Pendulum

W0771.000 Non - Chime Various Pend Lengths

excluding Dial, Hands & Pendulum

W0791.081165 Hour Strike (on one bell)

with Dial and Hands and Pendulum

W1050.020 Triple Chime (on eight rods under) x

excluding Dial & Hands

W1151.053094 Triple Chime (on twelve rear rods)

excluding Dial & Pendulum

W1161.053114 Triple Chime (on twelve rear rods)

excluding Dial & Pendulum

W1161.853114 Triple Chime (on twelve rear rods)

excluding Dial & Pendulum

W1171.850114 Triple Chime (on twelve rear rods)

excluding Dial & Pendulum

W1171.890114 Triple Chime (on nine rear tubes)

excluding Dial & Pendulum

x (Indicates Stock we intend not to carry when sold.)


